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ABSTRACT
Emerging powers are playing an increasingly important role on the economic landscape of the African continent as trading partners, sources of finance and models of development. Understanding this phenomenon requires not only an analysis of the economic content of the relationship but an assessment of the broader dynamics that shaped, and continue to influence, ties between them. Moreover, it is important to understand how the promotion of emerging power experiences are impacting upon the development trajectories of African countries, and in particular the SDGs, as they navigate a global economy in the midst of a profound transition.
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Introduction

Emerging powers are playing an increasingly important role on the economic landscape of the African continent as trading partners, sources of finance and models of development. From global behemoths like China and India to regional economies like Turkey and Indonesia, these developing countries from the South are funding and building new infrastructure, investing in African markets, and introducing new technologies into the continent. Expanding their involvement in Africa has challenged the neo-liberal consensus that guided Western development policy for decades and, as emerging power influence on the continent has grown over time, ushered in a new era of commercial opportunities, challenges to governance and even fostered geopolitical competition. At the same time, deepening engagement by emerging powers in Africa, in particular China and the question of debt financing of infrastructure, has raised concerns as to the overall impact of emerging powers on development prospects for the continent.

Understanding this phenomenon requires not only an analysis of the economic content of the relationship but an assessment of the broader dynamics that shaped, and continue to influence, ties between them. For instance, how the drive for resources characteristic of leading emerging powers like China at the outset of its economic expansion into Africa differs from Turkey’s market and efficiency seeking conduct in its investments and aid policy towards the continent. Equally, how these emerging power drivers are paired with emerging power ambitions for international recognition as global powers and, concurrently, draw on devices such as historical narratives to frame their ties of affinity with Africa. Finally, what the promotion of emerging power experiences and models of development mean for the development trajectories of African countries as they navigate a global economy in the midst of a profound transition.
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This paper will investigate and assess the changing role of emerging powers in Africa and in particular their motivations, conduct and impact on the development prospects of African countries. It will do so by setting the context of emerging power engagement on the continent, including their search for resources and markets; the unique place that Africa holds for states aspiring to global leadership and how they cement ties with the continent; and finally, an examination of the growing application of development models derived from emerging power experiences to Africa and implications this holds for the achievement of the sustainable development goals.

1. Emerging powers and Africa as “the last frontier”

The significance of Africa for emerging powers is commonly held to be its material wealth in resources and, more recently, as a growing market for goods and services. Certainly oil, strategic minerals and timber have featured as drivers for state-led and private firms’ engagement in these sectors and, as such, can exercise a determining influence over aspects of relations. Moreover, Africa’s “lost decades of development” between 1980 and 1999, when Western investors largely abandoned the continent while Western donors and multilateral aid agencies came to dominate its economies, left Africa open to new opportunities presented by emerging powers.\(^1\) The battery of annual trade data, detailing how emerging powers have balance sheets with African economies that are heavily weighted towards exchange of commodities, is a stark reminder of the fundamental content of these bilateral economic relationships.

For instance, Africa’s exports to Asia have increased from 20.6 per cent in 2000 to 35.8 per cent in 2016 while Europe’s declined from 48 per cent in 2000 to 37 per cent in 2016.\(^2\) Natural resources remains the main export from Africa, accounting for 56 per cent of all exports in 2016, and therefore the drive to diversify exports remains critical to African development.\(^3\) The overall share of the trade composition of the iconic emerging power, China, with Africa has varied only slightly over the last two decades, with resources (fuels) accounting for 75 per cent of all imports from Africa in 2017.\(^4\) This differs very little from that of traditional global economic powers like the United States and Japan, whose two-way trade profiles with Africa are overwhelmingly composed of energy resources overall all other sectors. Even the European Union (EU), with the largest trading relationship with the continent and


\(^3\) Ibid., p. 20.

despite a better balance of economic involvement as well as being the continent’s biggest long-term investor, has a trading relationship skewed towards resources with 65 per cent of imports from Africa composed of primary products.\textsuperscript{5}

More distinctive in their engagement with Africa are ascendant emerging powers like India, that is to say ones which have global aspirations but whose commercial and diplomatic power projection is still partial in its international reach, as opposed to those regional emerging powers whose outreach is principally given expression in regions of near geographic proximity, like Turkey.\textsuperscript{6} Indian firms’ outreach to the East and Southern African pharmaceutical sector and ICT sector, reflecting India’s economic strengths in these areas, is markedly different from China’s singular focus, in its first decade, on resources.\textsuperscript{7} In the case of Turkey, the combination of investments in manufacturing and services have led to a targeted presence in Ethiopia, Sudan and parts of West Africa.\textsuperscript{8}

Expanding interests in Africa have, over time, inspired change in emerging powers’ focus and conduct. Amongst the most consequential is the shifts in policies, practices and institutional orientation by countries like China. While the push into Africa initially targeted the resource sector and was facilitated by the tremendous financial resources available to Beijing to lubricate these high profile oil-for-infrastructure deals, exposure to opportunities in Africa encouraged a myriad of Chinese entrepreneurs to open up businesses as well. This in turn produced closer local and foreign scrutiny of Chinese companies conduct in areas such as labour relations, environmental impact and transparency, leading to changes in their management practices and introducing Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) policies by some firms. Changes in China’s approach to Africa was shadowed by other emerging powers such as Brazil which had deliberately mimicked Beijing’s comprehensive approach to securing resource exploitation licenses in Africa with only limited success.\textsuperscript{9}


\textsuperscript{6} Theorising emerging powers in relation to Africa has been relatively limited but in recent years is being taken up by scholars. See for example, Justin van der Merwe, “Theorising Emerging Powers in Africa within the Western-Led System of Accumulation”, in Justin van der Merwe, Ian Taylor and Alexandra Arkhangelskaya (eds), Emerging Powers in Africa. A New Wave in the Relationship?, Cham, Palgrave Macmillan, 2016, p. 17-38.

\textsuperscript{7} Emma Mawdsley and Gerard McCann (eds), India in Africa: Changing Geographies of Power, Cape Town, Pambazuka Press, 2011.


Following on from these growing interests of small and medium enterprises in Africa was a pool of strategic investments by Chinese firms in the textile and shoe sector, as well as the opening of light manufacturing and even automotive assembly plants in Ethiopia, South Africa, Morocco, Nigeria and Kenya amongst others. This shift into investment has inspired development economists like Justin Yifu Lin to propose a theory of “new structural economics” predicated on the Chinese example and its role in contributing to African development (see below).\(^\text{10}\) Though it must be said that these are still nascent and, as such, have only limited impact on aggregated structure of bilateral trade, nonetheless these investments in labour intensive manufacturing are harbingers of a deepening of economic ties between emerging powers and Africa that goes beyond the resource sector.

2. Emerging powers, Africa and international recognition

While commercial interests in Africa certainly explain the economic push into the resource sector and the concomitant expansion into other sectors, it alone does not capture the significance of the continent for emerging powers. In fact, beyond economic factors, the meaning of Africa is twofold: for emerging powers a role in Africa is of direct diplomatic importance to their international standing on particular issues of the day and, concurrently, serves as source of transcendent power for ambitious states seeking international recognition as global powers. In other words, garnering African votes in multilateral forums can be critical to the passage of resolutions of direct interest to an emerging power while claimants to status as global power understand that to realise this claim requires a position and presence on the continent.

For the People’s Republic of China (PRC), denied a seat on the UN Security Council by the United States’ support for it diplomatic rival, the Republic of China (Taiwan), from the founding of the UN in April 1945 until the US-PRC rapprochement of the early 1970s, the significance of African support was clear in overturning that situation. Indeed, Chinese diplomacy in Africa makes much of its obligation to Africans for unseating Taiwan and laying the foundation for its ascension to international standing if not yet at that stage global power.

More generally, the great power status coveted by emerging powers is something that is conferred through recognition by the society of states in the international system. In the aftermath of the Cold War, the United States came to occupy a position as a “hyper-power” in the liberal international order, actively situating regional powers in a “hub and spoke” arrangement within the unipolar international system.\(^\text{11}\) American support for Brazilian leadership of a UN peacekeeping operation

---


\(^{11}\) See Laura Neack, *Middle Powers Once Removed: The Diminished Global Role of Middle Powers*
in Haiti in 2004 is an example of this application of the principle of subsidiarity to global governance.\textsuperscript{12} Even George Bush’s comment in 2003, that South African President Thabo Mbeki was “the point man” on the Zimbabwe crisis, summarised in a colloquial fashion the American expectations about South Africa’s leading role in regional affairs.\textsuperscript{13} The inclusion of China, India, Brazil, Mexico and South Africa at G8 summits from 2007, as part of the Heiligendamm Process under the auspices of the “Outreach 5”, signalled that these regional powers were in line for integration into the mechanisms of global governance.\textsuperscript{14}

Following the global financial crisis of 2008, China’s own standing as a global power assumed greater visibility amongst African states as they launched a plethora of “Look East” policies. These sought to capture new financial resources and accompanying opportunities available through bilateral and multilateral (i.e. Forum on China-Africa Cooperation or FOCAC) engagements. The hasty elevation of the G20 to summit level in 2009 to address the global financial crisis became the most representative gathering of leading countries outside of the UN and, as such, put into sharp focus how emerging powers had become a key component to global governance. South Africa’s privileged status as the only African country offered a seat on both the G20 and BRICS (following Beijing’s invitation to join Brazil, Russia, India and China in 2010), again underscored how significant recognition of emerging power standing is to acquiring the trappings of formal power.

For all of these reasons, any emerging power aspirant to global power status necessarily has to be able to articulate and even deliver on an “Africa policy” to declare credibly to have an international stature. What are operationally speaking regional powers (with the exception of China) with global aspirations but little to no African presence signal their intention to assume a global role in international affairs by putting forward African agendas. Indeed, since 2000, the Global Partnerships Office of the African Union (AU) has been inundated with requests by emerging powers to establish regional summits such as the Turkey-Africa Forum and the Africa-South America Summit, so much so that they have had to put a moratorium on new partnerships after 2008. Emerging powers have not been deterred, and approached other continental institutions or sub-regional bodies: for instance, the African Development Bank co-sponsors the Korea-Africa Economic Cooperation Ministerial Conference while the Brazil-Africa Forum is co-hosted


with the East Africa Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture.

What is most striking, however, are the discourses that underpin engagement, that is to say, how an emerging power explains its relationship to the African continent and in so doing represents “Africa” as well as where the continent is situated in their visionary depiction of the international system. This narrative on Africa articulates, in effect, an insight into the moral purpose of power in the international system as projected by these countries.

Emerging powers frame their engagement with Africa along two axes, either restorative or transformative. The restorative discourse generally aligns itself with the pan-Africanist litanies on a renaissance in the making, bringing the continent back to a position of dignity rooted in its historical past. The transformative discourse emphasises the supine position of Africa in relation to ex-colonial European powers and the United States (sometimes conflating the two through use of the term “the West” or “North”) and how deepening engagement with emerging powers will produce real economic upliftment while closer diplomatic ties will ultimately restructure an unjust international system to their collective advantage. In both cases, ideas of “Africa rising” feature prominently and the role of emerging powers is defined as one of being an ardent supporter of this process through their economic engagement with Africa. In this context, the international system is portrayed as being dominated by Western powers through its institutions, financial structures and productive capabilities – all legacies of the colonial and post-war eras. Emerging powers distinguish themselves from the West through their shared standing – or point of origin at least – in the international system, as developing countries, and through their experiences as victims of colonialism or imperialism. Common points of reference are the Bandung Conference in 1955 and foreign policy principles such as non-interference in state sovereignty, which give policy expression to the notion of international solidarity.

How emerging powers represent their own historical links with Africa differs considerably and is especially telling. For instance, the Chinese use of the 15th century Admiral Zheng He and his voyages to the Horn and Eastern Africa’s coastal littoral are celebrated to communicate something about contemporary Chinese ties: first, that China arrived in Africa before the Western powers; and second, that the nature of the engagement was trade-based; and, finally, that they did not go on to colonise the continent. Beijing’s role as a supporter of anti-colonialism and liberation movements features prominently in diplomatic utterances. For Brazil, the story of the past is one which former president Inácio Lula Da Silva characterised as a debt that Brazil owes Africa. This emanates from the slave trade that brought so many Africans to the country and produced the vibrant Brazilian culture with its proximity to the continent. Turkey’s handling of its past as the core of the

---

Ottoman Empire, which ruled over North Africa and part of the Horn, focuses not on imperialism and slavery but rather on the common heritage of Islam from that period and goes so far as to characterise its contemporary role in Africa as that of a "humanitarian power". Indonesia, when constructing its recent Indo-Pacific “maritime fulcrum power” policy, gives emphasis to the arrival of Javanese peoples in Madagascar in the 9th century to justify its reach across the Indian Ocean.

3. The SDGs and emerging powers as models for African development

The influence of emerging powers on African economies is not limited to development finance, investment or even diplomacy. While the UN-endorsed Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a universally recognised framework for creating a more sustainable basis for development, African policy-making communities are drawing inspiration from emerging powers’ development experiences to further their own development aspirations. These experiences, which inform the AU’s visionary development plan for the continent, “Africa 2063”, are predicated on industrialisation and export-led growth, which seems at odds with aspects of the SDGs.

The formal embrace of the SDGs notwithstanding, African governments have demonstrated in their interactions with emerging powers a preference for the AU’s continental plan when dealing with emerging powers. The overlap between “Agenda 2063” and the SDGs is considerable, with the seven aspirations of Agenda 2063 “capturing most [of the] elements of the SDGs”, which undoubtedly reflects African assertiveness in promoting a regional-specific development agenda. In terms of the contribution that emerging powers can make towards development, both Agenda 2063 and SDG 17 explicitly recognise that global partnerships are needed to achieve Africa’s development ambitions. The UN declared:

The universal nature of the agenda will provide an opportunity for engagement and a new type of partnership [italics added] to address the global challenges. In particular, Africa can take advantage of this universality of the 2030 [SDGs] Agenda to create partnerships across the goals and ensure effective implementation. Unlike the MDGs [Millennium Development Goals, a prior set of development aspirations endorsed by the UN in the early 2000s], the new agenda is applicable to all countries,

developing and developed-rich and poor.\textsuperscript{20}

With respect to this new type of partnership envisaged by the AU,\textsuperscript{21} emerging powers’ agenda for African development, at least as expressed through summit-level declarations, demonstrates that similarities in their stated aims for Africa outweigh any differences: all adhere to a policy of supporting the developmental aspirations of Africa and doing so within the context of the rubric of “South-South Cooperation”.\textsuperscript{22} Admittedly the specifics of policies do vary of course – for example, in some cases, there is a greater emphasis on the substance of programmes (technical cooperation in a given sector) or the modality of delivery (grant aid versus loans or project-based initiatives).

Actual adherence to the SDGs seems to vary from pro-forma inclusion in summit declarations to more arguably meaningful alignments of particular programmes. For instance, the FOCAC 2015 Declaration and accompanying Action Plan gave over space to the AU’s Agenda 2063, which overlaps considerably with the SDGs, without directly naming them.\textsuperscript{23} Similarly, the India-Africa Forum Summit’s mid-term review in 2019 lauds Agenda 2063 as inspirational but neglects mention of the SDGs.\textsuperscript{24} Closer examination of the FOCAC VII Action Plan speaks directly to several of the key components identified explicitly as a feature of Agenda 2063 that overlap with the SDGs.\textsuperscript{25}

One reason for this is that, in the case of China, its support for African development is often framed within the larger ambit of its multilateral support for development. For instance, the setting up and implementation of China’s Assistance Fund for South–South Cooperation, its financial support (1 billion US dollars over ten years) of the UN Fund for Peace and Development, its key status in backing the BRICS New Development Bank and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) as well as the support given to the Silk Road Fund. African countries are singled out for special attention in China’s position paper on Agenda 2030, the document entailing the SDGs. Pointedly, the Chinese government admonishes countries that are members of the Development Assistance Committee of the Organisation


\textsuperscript{22} See FOCAC VI Declaration; India–Africa Summit Declaration; Brazil–Africa Forum Declaration.


for Economic Cooperation and Development to fulfil their development aid obligations, a critique that is replicated by Beijing at other summits and ministerial meetings by UN members and through other configurations like the G20.\(^{26}\)

Most intriguing in this context is the growing African focus on emerging powers as models for development. The proliferation of “Look East” policies and the direct application of the “China model” of industrialisation or the “Brazilian model” of social income grants (“bolsa família”, which lifted working families’ incomes and boosted the economy overall) to resolve African development dilemmas is a marked shift from the continent’s systemic reliance on Western donor or multilateral development agencies for ideas and policies.\(^{27}\) Beijing’s active promotion of its development experience of industrialisation and agricultural as an inspiration for Africa, including numerous sponsors visits to Special Economic Zones for African researchers and politicians over the years. In addition to this, discussions with Chinese researchers on the efficacy of these approaches, bolstered by Chinese capital and technical assistance, to the African landscape seems vindicated by the success of Ethiopia’s growing network of industrial parks.\(^{28}\) The theory of “new structural economics”, derived in part from China’s domestic development experience in conjunction with its more recent contributions to African development, represents a consolidation of these experiences into policy-relevant theoretical reflections.\(^{29}\)

At the same time, there has not been much reflection or acknowledgement in emerging powers’ discourses on how openness of the liberal international economic order provided the context for export-oriented economies like China, Turkey and South Korea to industrialise and ultimately develop in these emerging power discourses on Africa. A tacit admission of this core economic condition for rapid export-led growth can be read into the global uproar that accompanied the rise of protectionism in the United States and, concurrently, Chinese President Xi Jinping’s forthright declaration at Davos in 2017 that China would step in to preserve and lead that same liberal international economic order.


\(^{27}\) Of course there were some exceptions like Tanzania which drew on China’s development experience in agricultural collectivisation in forming the “ujaama” policy in the 1960s.


Conclusion

Led by China, emerging powers are assuming a position of increased influence in all spheres of Africa. The new discourses of transformative change, solidarity and historical affinity provide the ideological substructure for emerging powers’ exercise of asymmetrical economic power in Africa, gradually displacing the neoliberal consensus that has guided Western development policy in its paternalist approach towards the continent. The promotion of alternative sources of development finance, infrastructure provisions and even models of development are enticing African policy makers keen to make rapid strides in improving their economies and citizens’ livelihoods.

African development aspirations as supported by emerging powers do offer a policy path that is largely commensurate with the SDGs; however there is evidence that tensions between declared global aims and the narrow pursuit of national interest by governments is threatening implementation of the SDGs.\textsuperscript{30} Whether this African embrace of industrial export-led strategies and other emerging power models actually offers a sustainable route to development remains to be seen.

\textit{Updated 20 November 2019}
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